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•
•
•

Fabry disease is a devastating, rare, and progressive X-linked lysosomal storage disorder caused by a
mutation in the GLA gene, resulting in the functional deficiency of α-galactosidase A (α-Gal A)1
More than 800 disease-causing mutations in GLA have been identified (≈60% missense) that are
associated with multiorgan impairment and premature death1,2
Migalastat, a first-in-class, orally administered small molecule, is a pharmacologic chaperone approved
in the European Union for the treatment of Fabry disease in patients with amenable GLA mutations3,4
Migalastat binds and induces proper folding of amenable mutant forms of α-Gal A, restoring lysosomal
trafficking and enzyme activity3,4

OBJECTIVE
•

To evaluate the efficacy of migalastat in male patients presenting with the classic phenotype compared
with the efficacy of migalastat in male patients with the non-classic phenotype and in female patients,
using data from the phase 3 FACETS study in patients with Fabry disease with amenable GLA mutations

Phenotype

Figure 1. FACETS Study Design

Screening and Randomizaon
• 180 screened
• 113 screening failures
• 67 randomized 1:1, strafied by sex
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Renal Assessments
The beneficial effects of migalastat on eGFRCKD-EPI were found in male patients with the classic phenotype
and the subgroup consisting of male patients with the non-classic phenotype and female patients
(Figure 2)
◦◦ Migalastat treatment reduced or stabilized GFR in all patients (male, female, classic, and non-classic)
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Data represent subgroup means and standard errors of the mean (SEMs) from the intention-to-treat (ITT) population. The annualized rates of
change were calculated using the slope of the linear regression between the observed values and the assessment times.
a
Classic phenotype: male patients with multiorgan system involvement and white blood cell α-Gal A activity <3%.
b
Other: male patients with the non-classic phenotype and female patients.

Echocardiology: LVMi
•
•

The benefits of migalastat on LVMi were observed in male patients with the classic phenotype and the
subgroup consisting of male patients with the non-classic phenotype and female patients (Figure 3)
Larger effects in the classic male patients were associated with higher baseline values

Migalastat 150 mg QOD

Migalastat 150 mg QOD

• All paents, n=29
• Amenable paents, n=19
• 2 disconnuaons

• All paents, n=31
• Amenable paents, n=25
• 4 disconnuaons
Completed Study:
• All paents, n=27
• Amenable, n=22
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•

Post hoc analyses compared male patients with the classic phenotype to an “Other” group, which
consisted of male patients with the non-classic phenotype and female patients
◦◦ The classic phenotype was defined as multiorgan system involvement and white blood cell α-Gal A
activity <3%
Results were compared with those of untreated male patients described in the literature
Left ventricular mass index (LVMi; calculated from blinded centralized reads of echocardiograms)
was assessed at baseline and months 6, 12, and 24
Renal function was assessed at baseline and months 1, 3, 6, 7, 9, 12, 18, and 24 with eGFRCKD-EPI;
mGFRiohexol was assessed at baseline and months 6, 12, 18, and 24
Plasma globotriaosylsphingosine (lyso-Gb3) was measured using the retained iohexol plasma samples
taken at baseline and months 6 and 12
The Gastrointestinal Symptoms Rating Scale (GSRS) was used to assess diarrhea (GSRS-D), a common
and debilitating gastrointestinal sign in patients with Fabry disease,5,6 with assessments at baseline and
months 6, 12, 18, and 24

RESULTS
Baseline Measurements
•

•

Male patients enrolled in the FACETS study with the classic phenotype had more severe manifestations
of Fabry disease compared with the cohort of male patients with the non-classic phenotype and female
patients (Table 1)
At baseline, 7 of the 14 male patients with the classic phenotype had left ventricular hypertrophy
>115 g/m2
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CONCLUSIONS
•

The post hoc analyses demonstrated the beneficial effects of migalastat on eGFRCKD-EPI, mGFRiohexol,
LVMi, lyso-Gb3, and GSRS-D in both males with the classic phenotype, who constitute the population
with the most sensitive and severe form of Fabry disease, and the “Other” subgroup consisting of male
patients with the non-classic phenotype and female patients

•

Migalastat treatment produced better outcomes in male patients with the classic phenotype
compared with untreated male patients with Fabry disease, based on the literature

•

All patients (male, female, classic, and non-classic) with amenable mutations could be expected to
benefit from treatment with migalastat
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Plasma Lyso-Gb3
•

The benefits of migalastat in reducing lyso-Gb3 were observed in male patients with the classic
phenotype and the subgroup consisting of non-classic male patients and female patients (Figure 4)

Figure 4. Change in Plasma Lyso-Gb3 From Baseline/Month 6 to Month 18/24
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In male patients with the classic phenotype, treatment with migalastat resulted in better outcomes in
renal function and LVMi than no treatment
For GFR, studies with untreated (primarily classic) males reported an annualized change from baseline
of −7.0 ± 32.9 for mGFR7 and an annualized change from baseline ranging from −2.6 to −12.7 for
eGFRCKD-EPI8-11, compared with −3.0 ± 6.0 for mGFR and −0.3 ± 3.8 for eGFRCKD-EPI for migalastat-treated
males with the classic phenotype in FACETS
For LVMi, studies with untreated males reported an annualized change from baseline ranging from 4.0712
to 8.0,13 compared with −10.4 ± 11.8 for migalastat-treated males with the classic phenotype in FACETS
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Summary of Analyses
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Placebo (n=7)
Migalastat (n=7)
Placebo --> Migalastat &
Migalastat --> Migalastat (n=10)a

LVMi

QOD=every other day; SAE=serious adverse event.
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Comparison of Results With Untreated Male Patients Described in the Literature

mGFRiohexol
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Data represent subgroup means and SEMs of male patients with Fabry disease presenting with a classic phenotype.
GSRS-D=Gastrointestinal Symptoms Rating Scale diarrhea subdomain.
a
Combined results include patients randomized to migalastat at baseline and patients switched to migalastat at month 6.

Figure 2. Annualized Rate of Change From Baseline/Month 6 to Month 24
2

Baseline/Month 6 to Month 24
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eGFRCKD-EPI=estimated glomerular filtration rate using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration equation; mL/min/1.73 m2);
lyso-Gb3=globotriaosylsphingosine; LVMi=left ventricular mass index (g/m2); mGFRiohexol=measured glomerular filtration rate using iohexol
clearance; mL/min/1.73 m2); SD=standard deviation.
a
Classic phenotype: male patients with multiorgan system involvement and white blood cell α-Gal A activity <3%.
b
Other: male patients with the non-classic phenotype and female patients.
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Figure 3. Change in LVMi From Baseline/Month 6 to Month 18/24

Kidney Biopsy

Figure 5. Change in GSRS-D in Classic Males
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Six months of treatment with migalastat improved scores in GSRS-D in male patients presenting with a
classic phenotype, whereas treatment with placebo did not (Figure 5)
These results provide additional evidence for the beneficial effects of migalastat in the most severely
affected patients in the FACETS study
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FACETS (AT1001-011, NCT00985301) is a phase 3, randomized, placebo-controlled study to evaluate
the efficacy, safety, and pharmacodynamics of migalastat in patients with Fabry disease and amenable
mutations. The study consisted of 6 months of double-blind treatment with migalastat or placebo
and 6 months of open-label migalastat, followed by a 12-month open-label extension (AT1001-041,
NCT01458119) (Figure 1)
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INTRODUCTION
•

Gastrointestinal Signs and Symptoms-Diarrhea

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics
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Classic Phenotype (n=7)a
Other (n=22)b
Data represent subgroup means and SEMs from the ITT population.
a
Classic phenotype: male patients with multiorgan system involvement and white blood cell α-Gal A activity <3%.
b
Other: male patients with the non-classic phenotype and female patients.
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